Abstract-An effective algorithm for global abnormal detection from surveillance video is proposed in this paper. The algorithm is based on sparse representation. To deal with the illumination change in video scenes, specific feature extract methods are designed for corresponding illumination conditions. In the case of non-uniform illumination, features are extracted directly on the original image; in the case of uniform illumination, features are extracted on the binary image obtained by threshold segmentation on the difference image, where the thresholds are computed by the Otsu's method. The features extracted on normal video are used to learn an over-complete dictionary. Then, the sparse reconstruction cost over the dictionary is used to detect abnormal events. Experiments on the open global abnormal dataset and the comparison to the state-of-the-art methods validate effectiveness and quickness of our algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The abnormal detection is one of the hot spots in visual surveillance in recent years and a variety of methods have been proposed. In [1] - [2] , Histogram of optical flow (HOF) from image patches were computed on original image and foreground image, then, support vector machine or the Gaussian Process were adopted to detect abnormal events. In [3] , Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) on image patches were computed on the spatio-temporal video volumes, then the kernel based direct density ratio were estimated to judge the abnormal events. In [4] , dynamic texture were used to detect abnormal events. In [5] spatio-temporal gradients on spatial temporal video volumes are computed, then the normal behavior models were learned by statistical learning methods to detect abnormal events. Sparse reconstruction cost (SRC) over the normal dictionary adopted to detect abnormal events has been proved to be an effective method in abnormal detection [6] , since sparse representation is suitable to represent high-dimensional samples with less training data. However, they didn't consider the relationship between scene illumination change and sparse representation when detect abnormal events which resulted the scene feature not wellexpress. In this paper, we consider the influence of scene illumination change on the SRC abnormal detection method, employ different approaches to extract feature based on whether the scene illumination is stable. For non-uniform illumination scenes feature is extracted directly on the original image, while for uniform illumination scenes feature is extracted on the binary image which obtained by threshold segmentation on the difference image, which the threshold computed by the Otsu's method. Then we use the k-means singular value decomposition (KSVD) to learn dictionary on normal video feature. Finally, abnormal events are detected according the SRC [6] over the dictionary learned above. This greatly saves the abnormal detection time and reduces the complexity of abnormal detection algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, scene classification, difference image on gray image, binary image by threshold segment, the HOG feature on binary image, dictionary learning, sparse reconstruct on dictionary are introduced. According the SRC we can judge abnormal events. In Section III, we present the experiment results on real world video scenes to verify the validity of our algorithm. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. OUR METHOD
In this section, we present the details of the proposed algorithm. First, consider the illumination change, we classify the surveillance video into illumination uniform scenes and illumination non-uniform scenes by detecting the illumination uniformity of the video scenes. Then for illumination nonuniform scenes, we extract HOG feature directly on the original image; while in illumination uniform scenes, we use our proposed method to extract HOG feature: (1)transform the original images into gray images, if the images in video surveillance is gray images, this step could skip; (2)calculate the neighboring difference images; (3)adopt the Otsu's method to calculate the threshold on difference images; (4)obtain the binary images by employing threshold segmentation on difference images; (5)extract HOG feature on binary images. Next we use KSVD method to learn the normal over-complete dictionary from the HOG feature extracted above. Finally we reconstruct the input test feature by a sparse linear combination of an over-complete dictionary. Then the global abnormal events are detected by sparse reconstruction cost. The flowchart of our proposed algorithm is shown in Figure I .
A. Scene Classification
The video scene is classified by calculate the image brightness variance. The large image brightness variance in video scene which much possible is illumination non-uniform scene, while the small image brightness variance which much possible is illumination uniform scene.
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B. Feature Extract
For illumination non-uniform scenes, we extract the HOG descriptors directly on the original images. For illumination uniform scenes, we extracting the HOG descriptors directly on the original images could not well express the scene appearance and dynamic. In this case we propose our effective feature extract method. 
In this paper we adopt the images with single color for following feature extraction. If the images in video surveillance is already single color images, this step can be skipped. There in this paper we employ the gray component.
Step 
Step 3: Adopt the Otsu's method on the gray difference image to calculate the threshold T .
Step 4: Obtain the binary image by employing threshold T segment on difference image, if the gray value in difference image beyond T , the gray value may be set to 1, otherwise the gray value may be set to 0. 
C. Dictionary Learning
In this section, we address the problem of how to select the dictionary given an initial candidate HOG feature pool as 
D. Global Abnormal Event Detection
This section details how to determine a testing sample y to be normal or not. As we mentioned in the previous subsection, the features of a normal frame can be linearly constructed by only a few bases in the dictionary D while an abnormal frame cannot. A natural idea is to pursue a sparse representation and then use the reconstruction cost to judge the testing sample. In order to advance the accuracy of prediction, two more factors are considered here:
In practice, the deformation or any un-predicated situation may happen to the video. Motivated by [6] , we extend the
If a basis in the dictionary appears frequently in the training dataset, the cost to use it in the reconstruction must be lower, since it is a normal basis with high probability. Therefore, we design a weight matrix to capture this prior information.

     Now, we are ready to formulate this sparse reforestation problem:
where
x x e x R e R    . This can be solved by linear programming using the interior-point method, which uses conjugate gradients algorithm to compute the optimized direction. Given a testing sample y , we design SRC using the minimal objective function value of Equ(5) to detect its abnormality:
A high SRC value implies a high reconstruction cost and a high probability of being an abnormal sample.
E. Global Abnormal Event Detection
Normal or abnormal events usually occur during some number of successive frames. The abnormal events can be considered as false alarms if they just appear few frames intermittently in the long normal sequence, which can be adjusted to normal. Similarly, it also works on short clips of normal events which are found in long abnormal sequence. We know a high SRC value implies a high reconstruction cost and a high probability of being an abnormal sample. So we can post-process the detection results by presetting a threshold on the number of detected abnormal frames with high SRC. By analyzing the SRC of consecutive frames, we can twice detect the abnormal events. This post-processing makes our abnormal detection algorithm much more robust and much more accurate.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To validate the effectiveness and quickness of our proposed algorithm, we apply it on the open UMN dataset to test the global abnormal events. The UMN dataset consists of 3 different scenes of crowded escape events, and the total frame number is 7740(1450, 4415 and 2145 for scene 1, 2, 3, respectively) with a 320*240 resolution. Scene 1 and scene 3 are illumination uniform scenes, while scene 2 are illumination non-uniform scene. The normal events are pedestrians walking randomly on the square or in the mall, and the abnormal events are human spread running at the same time towards the same direction or all the direction. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves by frame-level measurement of the detection results are used it to evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm. The results shows that our algorithm can obtain satisfactory detection performances as paper [6] , but saves detection time than paper [6] .
A. Illumination Non-Uniform Scene
For scene 2, HOG is extracted directly on the original image. The training dictionary is initialized from the first 300 frames in the scene and others is left for testing. We split each image into 3*3 sub-regions, for each sub-region we calculate a 9 bins HOG. So each image can be denoted as a 81 dimension vector. The normal/abnormal detection results are shown in Figure V . The detection time performance are shown in Table  I . Detection time is the abnormal detection time on every image in video streams. The results show that our algorithm satisfies the need of real time and costs less time than paper [6] because our algorithm uses lower feature dimension to detect abnormal events, but obtains satisfactory result.
B. Illumination Uniform Scenes
For scenes 1 and 3, we extract HOG on binary images by adopting our proposed feature extract method. The normal/abnormal detection results are shown in Figure VI The detection time performance compared with paper [6] are shown in Table II and Table III. For illumination uniform scenes, our method also achieves good results.
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IV. CONCLUSION
An effective scheme for global abnormal detection is proposed. The scheme is based on scene classification and sparse reconstruction over the normal dictionary. This scheme has been tested on several sequences and the results have shown that is effective to detect abnormal events. Future work will aim at how to reduce the wrong detection rate and select our train-set more over-complete. Maybe we can train the dictionary online to suit the real environment to make our abnormal detection algorithm more robust.
